summaries and comments on it which have appeared in the daily and weekly press. It is therefore unnecessary to discuss its more provocative findings; but we can congratulate the members of the Committee on several bold recommendations. To judge from the number of minority reports and some recent broadcasts, they also deserve congratulations for managing to obtain at least some measure of agreement on major issues amongst their own members.
The explanations of their difficulties and of the vei'y wide variation of press comments (which a special article in the Lancet helpfully summarised) lie no doubt in the very deep prejudices which still surround the two subjects, and homosexuality in particular. This is scarcely surprising if we realise just how recently it was impossible to print the word in a lay paper; and we can still recall the shock when the most sensational daily did so. We must expect, then, that the reactions of the man in the street to the Report will depend more on his or her existing preoccupations and theories-? whether they be the "corruption of civilisation" or "sex equality" (in punishment)?than on a considered study of the whole. The Committee rightly drew attention to this.
There is thus a danger that some of the wise but less provocative comments and recommendations may be ignored. And 
